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Abstract; Sensitivity calculations Indicated tbet the wrong computation of the
reactivity temperature coefficient of • multiplying medium could be explained by a
change of thi neutron croia lection shapes foe the major actinidea In the thermal
energy range. Consequently, new measurements of theae shapes were recently performed
In several laboratories. Nu-bar, the fission and total cross sections, the eta para-
meter and some reaonance widths were measured again. The laotopea of Interest are
uranium 238, uranium 235, plutonium 239 and plutonium 240. Now the results of these
new measurements are almost all available. The purpose of the present paper .s the
review of the new results and a proposal, If It Is necessary,of a modification of some
cross sections shapes which ware previously used in the evaluated files. The new cross
section values are validated against a wide set of Integral experiments which Includes
buckling and temperature coefficient of reactivity measurements. It seems that we
observe a satisfactory agreement between the new mlcrocosplc data and the values which
are deduced from the Integral experiments.

Introduction

For obvloua safety reasons, the tempera-
ture coefficient of reactivity must be predic-
ted with a very good accuracy for nuclear power
reactors. This quantity is measured at the
opportunity of the atart-up experiments of the
power reactors, but the reault la not In agree-
ment with the computed value. The later Is too
negative. As a power reactor la geometrlcely
very complicated, the reactor physicists used
also specific critical facilities to meesure
this temperature coefficient. Aa the geometry
of theae facilltlesisslmpler than the one of a
power reactor we can be more confident In the
computed value. Even in thla favourable caae,
the measure value la different from the calcu-
lated one and the order of magnitude of the
dlacrepeney la the same aa for the power reac-
tors. Several phenomena could cause a wrong
calculation of the temperature coefficient.
They are the epectrum shift, the thermallzatlon
and the Doppler effect. Each of theae affecta
are related to different phyalcal quantities.

The spectrum shift ia aenaitive to the
shape of the neutron cross atetlona in the
thermal energy range, the thermallxatlon ia
aenaitive to the model and the parameters which
are used to represent the vibrations of the
•oderator molecule, and the Doppler effect Is
affected by the crystalline binding, Theae
three way* were seperately atudled aine* eeve-
ral years. Sensitivity celculetions showed that
the dlscrepency between the messured value and
the computed value of the temperature coeffi-
cient can be explained by • modification of the
shape of the croaa section used in the

eveluated files. The required modifications can
be obtained by introducing an extra resonance
near the binding energy for both uranium 238
and uranium 235 [ll. As these resonances were
not previously observed, reactor physicists
required new measurement of some cross sec-
tions in the thermal and subthermal range for
the major actlnides. The results of these new
and accurate measurements are now available.
The purpose of this paper la to make s review
of theae new reaults and to see if they can
explain or not the temperature coefficient
dlscrepency. In the following aectlon, we will
review the new neutron data for uranium 238 and
235, plutonium 239 and 240 and the crystalline
binding effect. Some Informations about the
validation of these data with Integral
experiments will elso be given.

Uranium 238

The uranium 238 case was very simple
becauae the only cross sections Involved In the
temperature coefficient is the capture croaa
aectlon In the thermal and subthermal energy
range. At low energy, the known resonancea of
thla nuclei are the 4.4 eV "p" wave and the
6.67 eV "a" wave reaonances. These two resonan-
ces Induce for cepture cross section e l/v
behaviour in the thermal range. The temperature
coefficient meeeurements suggested a non 1/v
dependence, the croaa aectlon must decreaae
with the energy faater then the 1/v shape. Thla
can be obtained by adding and extra resonance
at -0.005 eV aa it was proposed by Erredl [2].
This assumption wee supported by the measure-
ment of the flesion croaa section at 0.025 eV



which was performed in Grenoble [3]. Tht valu*
obtained In this experiment cannot be explal-
n«d by th« contribution of the nearby resonan-
ces. Thli fission data suggests the «xitttnce
of a bound level which can b« more or !•** fat
from the zero energy. If It la close to tha
zero «Q«rgy aa In tha Erradl essumptlon, thta
lavcl muât have an Influença on tha ahapa of
all tha neutron croaa faction In th* thermal
range. Consequently an accurate measurement of
the capture crota aactlon wee needful. Thlt
laeesurement was p«rfor»ed"«t the Geel Laborato-
ry and the reaulti are now available [4]. Ai it
la shown on the figure 1 which repreient* the
variation of oy /E aa a function of tha neutron
energy, and a coaparlion with tha JEF evalua-
tion, theae experimental' reaulta confir» a 1/v
behaviour for the capture croaa icction. The
aaiunptlon of a reaonance in the Immediete vi-
cinity of the zero energy end the explanation
of a part of the temperature coefficient dls-
crepancy by auch a reionance mat be dropped.
Reasonably, we Huât consider that the uranium
238 capture cross section problem is solved in
so fer es the thermal energy range is
concerned.
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Figure 1 - Uranium 238 capture cross section of
a metal sample and comparison with JEF 2.0.

Uranium 235

The case of uranium 235 la more complica-
ted than the one of uranium 238 because the
quantity which la involved la eta : a function
of mi-bar, the flaalon and the capture cross
sections. Several authors thought that the
temperature coefficient calculation QflHld be
Improved with a modification of the U eta
behaviour In the thermal range. Instead of a
constant value, they proposed an inereese with
the energy as in the «IMS library [5] or the
APOLLO library [6], As It Is shown on figure 2,
these modification were compatible with tha eta
meaaurements -which were available et that time.
Theae eta measurements were performed a long
time ago in Brookhavan [7] end in Harwell 18)
and ware not eceurate enough. Obviously reactor
phyaleiats asked for new meaaurements. During
the last years, numerous experiments were
performed In the thermal energy range and in
the cold neutron range. They are relative to
nu-bar, the fission cross section, the total
cross aectlon and eta. Table 1 give* the Hat
of these measurements and the energy range of
Interest.
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Figure 2 - Old measurements of uranium 235 eta
and comparison with the multigroup libraries
of the reactor calculation codes UIMS and
APOLLO.

Table 1 : Recent Measurements of Uranium 235
Therval Data.

Quantity

v-bar
"f
"f
°f
"t
°tT|
T)
T)

1
a

Energy range
(••v> Laboratory

5 - 1000
10 - 500
2 - iOOO
0.006 - 0
20 - 1000
0.0004 - 0
2 - 450
3 - 400
2 - 150
3 - 1000
2 - 400

Oak Ridge (84) [9
Oak Rldge(84)
Geel (85)

.055 Grenoble (88)
•althersburg (88)

.034 Moscow (86)
Geel (87)

10]
11
12
13
14]
15]

Harwell (88) 116]
Gr«noble(89) ..(17]
Oak Rldge(90) [18]
Geel (91) [19]

Important conclusions csn be deduced from
the examination of these microscopic data.

a) Nu-bar
In the preceding years, only one measu-

rement of nu-bar was performed in the energy
range which la Interesting for us.

It is the Oak Ridge experiment [9] which
glvea the retlo of uranium 235 v over Cali-
fornium 252 v for the neutron energies
between 5 meV add 1 eV. As It csn be seen on
figure 3, nu-bar can be considered aa constant
below 1 eV. Nothing appears in the vicinity of
the 0.290 eV resonance. As all the eveluated
files edopted a flat shape for nu-bar, we can
keep thla aesumptlon which Is in agreement with
the experimental reeults.
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Figure 3 - ftatlo of uranium 235 nu-bar to the
one of californium 252 In the thermal energy
range.



b) Fliiion croi» net ion
Since 1984 several measurements of the

uranium 235 fission cross section were perfor-
•ed tn the theritsl energy range [10, 11, 13].
The ceiulti «re now available. Above 20 meV and
In particular In the 0.290 eV reionance all
theie result* are In agreement between them and
with the «oit recent evaluated fllei ENDP/B5
and JEF2. In the subtheraal energy range, below
5 raeV, only the Geel experiment gives Informa-
tlons. According to this Measurement the ura-
nlun 235 fission cross section reaches an 1/v
shape for energies higher than It was assumed
In ENDF/B5. Consequently Is seen* reasonable to
recommend the JEF 2.0 evaluation which takes
Into account the Geel experiment and which Is
In agreement with the other results ebove 20
meV es It Is shown on figure 4.
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Figure 4 - Recent measurements ot the uranium
235 fission croîs section In the thermal and
eplthermal energy range.
c) Cold neutron cross sections

The knowledge of the cross section* for
the very low energy neutrons or cold neutrons
1* not essential for the reactor physicist*,
because there 1* almost no neutron In that part
of the spectrum In a nuclear reactor. But this
knowledge Is Important for the evaluator for
whom the cold neutron cross section Is an
extrapolation point. It 1* particular? Impor-
tant for uranium 235 became It can confirm or
not the 1/v dependence of the cross sections.
Two recent experiments were performed for ura-
nium 23S : the abaolute measurement of the
total croîs section mad* In Moicow [14] and the
relative measurement of the flislon cross sec-
tion performed In Grenoble [12], The result*
which are displayed an figure 5 confirm the 1/v
behaviour of these cross sections for the neu-
tron energy below 0.1 meV. Thus, it doe* not
exist en extra resonance In the vicinity of the
zero energy. On the came figure we can see the
comparison with the JEF 2.0 recommendations.
For the fission croc* lection the experimental
results are normalized to the average value of
Of /E between 2 and 5 meV where the cross
section ha* already a 1/v behaviour.
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Figure 5 - Uranium 235 crj«* section measurs
ments In the cold neutron energy range.

d) Eta measurements
Toexpleinthe temperature coefficient

discrepancy It Is n • vof/"a which Is the most
sensitive parameter. In all the evaluated files
eta was assumed to have a constant value below
0.1 eV and the reactor physicists proposed an
Increase of eta between 5 and 100 meV. The
number of neutrons emitted in a fission and the
fission cross section were separately measured.
A measurement of eta, or of the absorption
cross section, was necessary. Chronologically
four measurements of eta were performed in the
range of Interest

The first one is the Geel experiment 115].
This experiment was performed with a llnac and
a liquid methane moderator to Inhance the Im-
portance of the low energy neutrons. It covered
the neutron energy between 2 and 450 meV. As it
is shown in figure 6 the résulta suggest an
Increase of eta between 2 and 80 meV. It Is in
the good direction for the reactor physics.
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Figure 6 - Experimental results of the Geel and
Grenoble measurements in the thermal energy
range.

A second measurement was carried out with
the Harwell llnac [16], Unfortunately the num-
ber of low energy neutron was not very high.
Consequently the accurecy was not good enough.
Nevertheless this experiment did not show a
significant shape of eta versus the neutron
energy as it is displayed on figure 7. It is
contradictory with the Geel results.
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Figure 7 - Experimental results of the Harwell
and Oak Ridge eta measurement In the low energy
range.

In order to explain this disagreement, a
third experiment was performed in Grenoble
[17]. Insteed of a linear accelerator, like in
Geel, the neutron source was constituted by a
cold neutron beam of the high flux reector end
more neutron of low energy were obtained. The
accuracy was then expected to be better because
the background would be lower. In the energy
renge between 2 and 150 meV, thl* experiment



perfectly confirm» the Geel results and th«
shape of «ta versus energy •• It 1« ibown on
figure 6.

Finally i fourth experiment was carried
out with the Oak Ridge llnac (18). The pcell-
Binary result* of the lait experiment are
compared with the Harwell r**ulta on figure 7.
Theie two series of reiulta aeem more or lei*
In cgreement end do not «how a elgnlflcant
shape of eta.

With these four experiment* we have two
sets of results, one which Indicate* a slope
(The Geel and Grenoble data) and the second
which does not (The Harwell and Oak Ridge
data). But, as the low energy neutron flux was
the highest In the Grenoble experiment, some
«valuators adapted a higher weight for this
experiment and concluded to an Increase of eta
between 2 and 80 meV. This shape 1* In good
agreement with the tendency deduced from the
temperature coefficient measurement. The preli-
minary point-wise version of the JEF 2.0 eva-
luation takes this change of eta Into account.
Independently It was also shown that this slope
can be reproduced by the contribution of the
resonances below 4 eV If we use an R-matrlx
formalism Instead of the Brslt and Wlgner on*
which was formerly employed [20]. Nevertheless
•11 the evaluatore do not accept the slop* end
ENDF/B6, In particular, doe* not reproduce the
Geel end Grenoble results. Actually we cannot
consider the problem of the uranium 235 eta as
definitely solved even If the «lop* seams more
likely than In the past. Work* «re underway to
try to understand why the four recent measu-
rement* of eta are not In satisfactory agree-
ment.

e) Capture cross «action
No capture cross section measurement was

carried out for uranium 235 In the subthermal
energy range. We have only Indirect Informa-
tions deduced from the total and fission cross
sections measurements with cold neutron. Accor-
ding to the result* of these expérimente we can
assume that below 100 ueV the capture cross
section Is very close to a 1/v shape. Between
100 ueV and the first resonance, the shape of
the capture cross section must be evaluated.
Each evaluated file ha* It* own phylosopby. For
example In JEF 2.0 the capture cross section
was deduced from the experimental result* of
nu, eta «nd fission cross section in the
subthermal energy range. In EHDF/B the capture
cross section Is considered as the contribu-
tion* of the received resonance and bound
level. Consequently, the result 1* not the sane
for the two evaluation* a* it can be seen on
figure 8. The discrepancy below 20 meV is not
very important for the reactor physicist
because In a reactor the neutron flux Is very
low below 20 meV. But for the nuclear physic*
point of vie» it would be very interesting to
have a measurement of the capture cross section
in the thermal and subthermal range. In the
last month* an alpha measurement were performed
mt Geel in the energy range of Interest [19].
Fro* the preliminary result* of thi* measure-
ment we cen deduced capture cross section
value* assuming that the flssloa cro*s section
le known. If we edopt the fission cross section
of JEF 2.0, the velues which are obtained for
the capture cron* section are reported on
figure 8.

They seem In satisfactory agreement with the
values of JEF 2.0 which were evaluated before
the publication of the alpha measurement. They
are also coherent with the slope of eta.
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Figure 8 - Uranium 235 capture cross sections
used In the EHPD/B5 and JEF.2 files snd com-
parison with the values deduced from the Geel
measurement* of alpha.

Plutonium 239

All the old evaluations of the plutonium
239 neutron data, including ENDF/B5 ere consi-
dered •• not satisfactory by the reector physi-
cists. As e matter of feet, In all these files
It was adopted a flat behaviour of au-bar In
the low energy range, the spin of the resonan-
ces was not considered end It wes used s Brelt
and Wlgner formalism to compute the cross
sections. With the high burn up fuels and the
recycling the plutonium became more and more
Important In the thermal neutron reactors. An
updating of the plutonium 239 neutron data was
strongly required. This updetlng was performed
by Her rien et al. [21) who take Into eccount
new experimental results (except the Geel
results which were not available In that tine
yet) and used a Reich and Moore formalism which
1* more convenient for the fissile nuclei. The
list of these new meesurements and the energy
range of Interest Is given in table 2.

Table 2 : Recent measurements of
energy data

239Pu low

quantity

v-bar
°f
Of

ot
"I

Energy range
(meV)

5 - 1000
10 - 500
2 - 1000

700 - 1000
10 - 1000

Laboratory

Oek Ridge (84) [9]
Oak Rldge(84) 1 10]
Gcel (88) 122]

Oak Rldge(SB) [23]
Oak Rldge(89) [24]

All the new evaluation of "Pu neutron
data, and in particular JEF 2, are besed on the
resonance parameter set derived from the
Derrlen's analyst*. In addition, In JEF 2, It
was used • shape of nu-bar which accounts for



tht itrong dip which waa experimentally obser-
ved la the vicinity of the 0.3 «V ceionene*
Thl« structure 1* well reproduced by the Fort1*
theoretical calculation of nu-bar which Inclu-
des the spin effect end the (n, i{) effect of
the J - 1 resonances [25]. As It can be seen on
figure 9, the agreement between the experi-
mental point* and the computed curve 1* quite
good.
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Figure 9 - Ratio of Plutonium 289 mi-bar to the
one of the Californium 252 and comparison with
the Fort's evaluation.

As the Geel fission data was released
after the evaluation It was Interesting to
compare the new experimental results with the
fission cross section obtained with the
Derrlen's parameters. This comparison Is dis-
played on figure 10 which indicated a very good
agreement. Up to now, it does not seem exist
any problem of shape for the plutonium 239 data
In the low energy range, below one electron
volt.
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Figure 10 - Comparison of the last fission
cross section of Geel and the recommended
value of Sir.2 for Plutonium 23$.

Plutonium 240

For this isotope., the cross section beha-
viour in the thermal energy range la mainly
governed by .the 1.056 eV resonance. Conse-
quently it 1* necessary to have a vary accurate
knowledge of the parameters of this resonance.
Only two measurement* of the 1.056 eV résonance
parameter* were recently carried out, torn
experiment of Irookbaven [26] and the on* of
Oek Kldge [24]. In the Irookhaven experiment,
total and capture; cross sections with room
tempereture and cooled eamples warm need. In
the: Oak Kidge meesurement, transmission mea-
surements with «even thicknesses of aampl* were
perfonad. Thus It was expected that the

results could be very satisfactory. Unfortuna-
tely, as It can be seen In table 3, the two
set* of result* are dgnlficently discrepant.

Table 3 : Pareaeters of the
resonance

240Pu 1.056 eV

VmeV) Laboratory

2.32 Z 0.06 32.4 : 0.6 Brookhsven (81) [26]

2.45 ± 0.02 30.3 ± 0.3 Oak Ridge (87) [24]

The difference between the two sets of
resonance parameters Induced a change of 1.2
percent or the contribution of the 1.056 eV
resonance to the capture crofs section at
0.025 eV and a change of 4.5 per cent to the
contribution of the same resonance to capture
Integral. These effect* are Important every
time that the plutonium 240 1* significantly
involved. Thia altuatlon occur* In plutonium
recycling in light water reactor* or Irradiated
fuel analysis for Instance. This discrepancy
must be clarified.

Cryatalllne binding effect»

Although, strlcly speaking, the Doppler
broadening of the resonances is not a nuclear
data problem, this phenomenon Introduces an
extra parameter which has a non negligible
Impact in reactor physics. For a motionless
target, the resonance cross section shape la
well represented by a Brelt and Ulgner or a
Reich and Moore formalism. But because of the
thermal energy the target nuclei are not
motionless. For a free gas, th» velocity spec-
trum is e Maxwell Spectrum. Bethe and Placzek
showed that in this case the cross section for
a given temperature can be written aa a convo-
lution of the motionless cross section by a
Gauss law. In practice we cannct consider the
target nuclei in a nucleer reactor ea a free
gas because the' fuel Is general; In a solid
state and it exists bindings between the atome
of the crystal. When these bindings are weak,
and It la fortunately the caae for the uranium
crystal, we always can uae a free gee model.
But, according to Lamb's result*, initead of
the physical temperature, we muat uie an
effective temperature which is higher. This
effective temperature can be computed with a
crystalline vibration model. Generally the
Oebye modal is consldartd as good enough. This
model depends on a parameter 6 which la called
the Debye tempereture. Thus, the reactor
physicist needs an accurate knowledge of the
Debye temperature for uranium crystal. In
reactor physlca the Importance of this para-
meter is greater for room temperature or cooled
expérimenta than for the power reactor tempera-
ture. In the caaa of uranium metal fuel, It
seems that the Debye temperature is well known
and is ee,Ml to 260 K. But, very often the fuel
Is uranium dioxide and In this later case, the
Da bye température sees» not to be well known
[27]. Severel methods were used to measure or
to comvmtm the Debye tempereture and the
varloM results are not in a very good agree-
ment a* it can be eeen in table 4.



Table 4 : Experimental and theoretic*! deter-
minations of the U02 Debye temperature

METHOD 9 KREFERENCE

DOPPLER EFFECT"EXPERI-
MENTAL
RESULTS" SPECIFIC HEAT

620 GOLIHELLI
(1980)1281

>300 BELLE
U961H29]

NEUTRON DIF- 377 WILLIS
FRACTION (1963)130)
ELASTIC PROPER- 875 MARLOWE
TIES (1969M31J
SPECIFIC HEAT 590 HOCH(1970)

[31]
ELASTIC PROPER- 385 FRITZ
TIES (1976)132)
TRANSMISSION 590 BRUGGER

(1981)133]

THEORETICAL DOLLING MODEL
COMPUTA-
TIONS BORN-VON KARMAN

MODEL
THORSEN-JARVIS

MODEL

620 DOLLING
(1965)134)

550 ADKINS
(1966)135)

630 BUTLAHD
(1974)1361

Although, tha reactor physicists man b*
«or* confident In • determination of the Debye
température which utet reactor physics
eechnlci, for laitance the direct Doppler
measurements In a critical facility which
Indicate a Dabjre température equal to 620 K
for the uranlun dloxyde, It doe» not exlit *
general agreement for iuch a value [37]. The
uie of 620 K Instead of 260 K glvet for •_foom
temperature reactor a decrease of 100.10 of
the crltlcallty factor. Ai we will eee In the
next «ectlon this effect can have a non negli-
gible Impact for the Integral validation
of the nuclear data. Consequently the Deby*
temperature of the uranium dioxide remains a
problem which must be clarified.

Integral validation of the neutron data

All the Informations provided by the
measurements and the theoretical computation of
the various neutron cross sections as a func-
tion of the Incoming neutron energy are used
by the reactor physicists through the evaluated
files. As the multlgroup libraries needed by
the reactor core computation codes come from
the processing of the evaluated files, all the
Inccrtelntles or discrepancies of the original
files have important conséquences of the calcu-
lation of the reactor core parameters. Thus the
reector physicists «rant to check the validity
of the evaluated files. For this purpose they
perform specific experiments which can be
eaaily computed. The reault of this calculation
dépende on the microscopic data as a whole.
These experiments ere usually called Integral
experiments. For Instance we can measure the
critical size of a given multiplying medium or
reaction rates and compare the result with the
computed values. If th« geometry of the multi-
plying medium is not too complicated and if the
neutron spectrum can be considered as space
Independent, it is possible with the recent
reactor physics codes, to make calculation

without numerical approximations. Such neces-
sary conditions can be obtained with uniform
lattices or homogeneous media which constitute
the main part of the Integral experiments used
for qualification purposes. For these clesn
experiments the difference AY.£ between the mea-
sured value E£ and the completed value F, can
be considered as a consequence of the inac-
curacy of some neutron data XL. If we modify
these neutron parameters which oecome x̂  + Axk
the couputed value becomes Ft + UFt. In prac-
tice, the modifications uxk are expected to be
small and It la possible to make a first order
expansion of AF^ as a function of Axfc

UF« I SIk

and to replace the partial derivatives by the
sensitivity coefficients S1(,. If we choose a
large set of Integral experiments with diffe-
rent sensitivity coefficients, the minimization
by the least square method of the quantity

I (AYt - I
1 k

Slfe uxfc)
2

leads to the required modifications Axfc. It is
the tendency research method.

In the case of the thermal neutrons reac-
tors the sensitive parameters x̂  are mainly the
magnitudes of the cross sections et the 0.025eV
energy, the shapes of the cross section are
assumed Co be the one of the microscopic data
as they appear in the evaluated files. This
method was applied to the qualification of one
of the recent evaluated files, JEF 2.0. Sixty
six critical size measurements were used for
this work which allowed to obtain an accurate
determination of the thermal data for uranium
235 and plutonium 239 138), The table 5 shows
the comparison between the results of the
tendency research, the original values of JEF
2.0 and the last recommendations of Dlvadeenan
[39] and Axton [40]. The convergence between
the integral determination and the differential
measurements is very satisfactory.

Table 5
Ac tint de thermal neutron data

JCF2.0 Olvadsiinam
Research

' 2.437 2.425*0.003 2.426*0.005 2.435*0.004
U 235 Of 532.5 582.6*1.1 585.1*1.6 582.3*1.1

ac 98.8 98.3*0.3 9b.lil.7 98.0*2.0

v 2.877 2.877*0.006 2.879*0.006 2.873*0.007
Pu 239 Of 747.2 743.1*2.0 748.5*2.6 745.8*2.0

ac 270.2 269.3*2.2 270.4*3.2 269.8*3.9

According to this study, the thermal data
of the major fissile isotopes seem satisfactory
for the reactor physlst point of view. But we
must not to forget that theae new dar.a do not
completely solve the Important problem of the
temperature coefficient of reactivity which



Initiated th* new Interest for th« neutron data
In th* low energy tang*. Only on* third of th*
discrepancy can b* explained by th* ui* of th*
c*c*nt data. Th* calculated valu* of thli
coefficient remains to negative by
2.9.10"5/'C.

Concluilon

The status of the thermal and «plthcntal
data of the major actlnldea wat greetly lapro-
ved since lèverai years. The experimental mea-
•urementi of the mlcroicoplc data which were
required by the reactor physicists led to a
better knowledge of the cross section In the
low energy rang*. Th* magnitude given by th*
differential are In good agreement «1th the
values deduced from the Integral experiments.
Nevertheless, It remains some problems which
have to be further Investigated. Let us men-
tion, for Instance, th* slight discrepancy
which still exist between the various measu-
rements of the uranlua 235 eta, the cepture
width of the first plutonium 240 resonance and
th* Debye temperature valu* which must b* used
for uranium dioxide.
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